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Date: 06 .11.2017

Sub:- Inviting quotation for cleaning of underground sumps, over head & terrace tanks
in Block A, B & Residential quarters - reg.

Sir,

Sealed quotations for execution of works as per the specifications given in the abstract attached are

invited by the Director, ICAR - Central Coastal Agricultural Research Institute, Ela, Old Goa from the

contractors so as to reach this Offrce on or before 25-ll-2017 by 3.00 p.m. The sealed cover containing the
quotation should be superscribed as "quotation for cleaning of underground sumps, over head & terrace tanks
in Block A, B & Residential quarters at ICAR- CCARI, Ela Old Goa due on25-ll-2017 vide reference No.

1l111lill:::::.:r_TT:.::l:::i_::.'i.'=_1L

Abstract Attached
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1. The rate for the work should be quoted as Der GSR & Labour Cess as a licable asainst each

description of w total of each description work and Grand Total. failin

which the quotation will be reiected.
Z. Rates quoted should be inclusive of incidental cha es includins all the a licable lesal charses. GST

wherever applicable. should be shown separatelv.

ffied in the ouotatipn Box kept fo.r the nurpose at thillnstitute.
nstituted for the purpose at ICAR - CCARI, Ela Old,

Goa on 27.11.2017 at 3.00 pm in the presence of tenderers' if any'

Successful tenderers trave L deposit Security Money @ lo% of the total cost of the work involved in deal

before starting the work for the period of iontract towards proper performance of contract which will be

3.
4.

5.

released after successful completion of works.

6. No implements will be provided from this Office to the Contractors for the work'

7. payment will be made 
'by 

mode of e- payment in favour of the Contractor/party after completion of the work

satisfactorily and on production of youi pre-receiptecl bill. The following details may be intimated i) Account

holder,s name ii) type of account and account no. iii) Name of bank and address. iv) RTGs code no, of

banlc v) IFSC No. of bank & MICR Code vi) copy of Aadhar card.

g. The quotation should be signed by the Contractor/Party with name and full address and the quotation received

without the same will not be accepted.
g. The pAN No. along with a photo copy of the PAN Card of the Contractor should be enclosed along with the

quotation. Wit6outitt" same, the quotation will not be entertained and will be rejected-

10. For clarification if any, Smt. Madina Solapuri, Estate Offrcer at ICAR- CCARI, may be contacted'

I l. The right to accept oireject any or all quotations without assigning any reason is reserved by the

Director,ICAR - CCARI, Old Goa.
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ABSTRACT
Name of the work: cleaning of underground sumps, over head & terrace tanks in the Block A, B &

Residential quarters.

t/€{ irnqle c e{S1Description of Work
Amount

Cfeaning of U.G. Sump/terrace fevef tark by robbirg,
scrapping with wire brush etc. Removing silt, algae from
all the junctions, side area with water added with
bfeaching power at the rate of 10 kg per operation for
U.G Sump/a.H tank and 1 kg per operation for the
terrace tank. The complete operation for the terrace
tank. The complete operation shall be repeated 3 times
tilf the internal surface is obtained and finaf fy cleaned
with water. These operation includes closing of inlet
valves, gracing the sluice valve bailing out dirty waste
water before or during the operation including all
disposal of sfit, clay and other materials with in the lead
of 50m including alf lead, lift etc. complete as per the
Engineer-cha rge.

!.!.1 U.G sump up to 1,00,0001itre;

1.1.2 U.G. sump upto2O, 000 to 50,0q0 iit capacitl

l-.1.3 O.h. Terrace tank 50,000 litres

1,.1.5 Terrace tank of 2,OOO litres

1.1.5 Terrace tank of 1000 fitres
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